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 It is a remake of the 2010 film Zanjeer starring Akshay Kumar and John Abraham. The film has been remade in the Tamil
language as Zanjeer. The film revolves around Indian police officer Ranveer Singh (Charan) who teams up with officer Kasturi

(Priyanka) to rid India of a separatist group led by a criminal Raja Gajendra Singh (Prakash Raj). The film also stars Sanjay
Dutt, Prakash Raj, Manoj Pahwa, Jayaprakash Reddy, Jackie Shroff, Kirron Kher, Raghu Babu, and others. In 2020, the film is

being remade in Telugu as a sequel to the film, as a big-budget project starring Ram Charan Teja, Bollywood actors Jackie
Shroff and Manoj Pahwa, and Kollywood actor Satyaraj, as the main leads. Cast Production Development On 16 August 2013,
director Ashok Amritraj announced that he would make a sequel to the 2010 film Zanjeer, and he would collaborate with actor
Akshay Kumar and producer Apurva Asrani. Amritraj later announced that the film would be titled Zanjeer: The Beginning and
he had written the screenplay. Later, the film was renamed Zanjeer. On 18 August 2013, Amritraj and Kumar announced that
Priyanka Chopra would be playing the female lead and Manoj Pahwa would be playing the antagonist. On 21 August, Sanjay

Dutt and Prakash Raj confirmed that they would be appearing in the film. Later, the film's lead actor Ram Charan Teja
confirmed the same, but he stated that he will not play the role of the police officer, instead, he would play the role of a

politician. The film is being produced by Balaji Mohan and for its post production. On 24 August 2013, filming commenced in
Mumbai. Filming Zanjeer: The Beginning was first announced to be shot entirely on a single set of Naraina in Mumbai.

Soundtrack The film has an average music, and it is mainly composed by Amar Mohile, Rajendra Singh and Manisharma, with
the lyrics penned by Amitabh Bhattacharya, Shabbir Ahmed and Shail Hada. Some songs are composed by Abhijit Vaghani.

The soundtrack album of 82157476af
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